In this work, a natural sequel of [MaPi1], we establish new functorial connections and adjunctions involving the notions of Institution and π-Institution and define a new concept of generalized Room ([Diac]). We provide also some applications of these results to abstract logics, mainly to the setting of propositional logics and filter pairs ([AMP1]). Finally, we introduce and explore a device from predicate logic device in the setting of institution theory: skolemization. 1 device: skolemization; which is applied to get, by borrowing from FOL, a form of downward Löwenheim-Skolem for the setting of multialgebras. Section 6 finishes the paper presenting some remarks and perspectives of future developments.
Introduction
The notion of Institution was introduced by Goguen and Burstall (see [GB] ) in other to present a unified mathematical formalism for the notion of logical system, i.e., it provides a "...categorical abstract model theory which formalizes the intuitive notion of logical system, including syntax, semantic, and satisfaction relation between them..." [Diac] . This means that it encompasses the abstract concept of universal model theory for a logic: it contains a satisfaction relation between models and sentences that are "coherent under change of notation". The are many natural examples of institutions, and a systematic study of abstract model theory based on the general notion of institution is presented in Diaconescu's book [Diac] .
A proof-theoretical variation of the notion of institution, the concept of π-Institution, was introduced by Fiadeiro and Sernadas in [FS] : it formalizes the notion of a deductive system and "...replace the notion of model and satisfaction by a primitive consequence operator (à la Tarski)". Categories of propositional logics endowed with natural notions of translation morphisms provide examples of π-institutions. Voutsadakis has developed a intensive study of abstract algebraic logic based on the concept of π-institution, see for instance [Vou] .
In [FS] and [Vou] was established a relation between institutions and π-institutions. On the other hand, it seems that only in [MaPi1] was stablished in details a explicit categorial connections between the category of institutions (and its comorphisms) and the category of π-institutions (and its comorphisms): in fact, the category of π-institutions is isomorphic to a full co-reflective subcategory of the category of institutions. In the present work, we expand the work initiated in [MaPi1] , establishing new adjunctions concerning categories involving (π)institutions and presenting new connections to abstract logics.
Overview of the paper: In Section 1 we recall, for the reader's convenience, the notion of institution and πinstitution and their corresponding (co)morphisms. In Section 2 we expand the work in [MaPi1] , presenting new adjunctions envolving categories of categories, diagrams, institutions and π-intituitions. Section 3 generalizes the notion of "room", that is the basis of institution: in fact the category of institutions is the "Grothendieck gluing" of the category of all rooms. In Section 4, we present some institutions and π-institutions of abstract propositional logics, useful for establishing an abstract Glivenko's theorem for algebraizable logics regardless of their signatures associated ([MaPi3] ). We have also defined the institution of filter pairs ( [AMP1] ) and provided a functor from the category of filter pair to the category of institutions. Section 5 introduces a new instituitional ‚ a natural transformation β : M od ñ M od 1˝Φop Such that the following compatibility condition holds: m |ù Σ α Σ pϕ 1 q iff β Σ pmq |ù 1 ΦpΣq ϕ 1
For any Σ P Sig, any Σ-model m and any ΦpΣq-sentence ϕ 1 .
(b) A triple f " xφ, α, βy : I Ñ I 1 is a comorphism between the given institutions if the following conditions hold:
‚ φ : Sig Ñ Sig 1 is a functor.
‚ natural transformations α : Sen ñ Sen 1˝φ and β : M od 1˝φop ñ M od satisfying:
For any Σ P Sig, m 1 P M od 1 pφpΣqq and ϕ P SenpΣq.
Given comorphisms f : I Ñ I 1 and f 1 : I Ñ I 2 , notice that f 1 ‚ f :" xφ 1˝φ , α 1 ‚ α, β 1 ‚ βy defines a comorphism f 1 ‚ f : I Ñ I 2 , where pα 1 ‚ αq Σ " α 1 φpΣq˝α Σ and pβ 1 ‚ βq Σ " β Σ˝β
Given π-institution morphisms (respec. comorphisms) xF, αy : J Ñ J 1 and xG, βy : J 1 Ñ J 2 , g¨f is defined as xGF, α¨βF y (respec. xGF, βF¨αy), routine calculations show the composition is well defined. The identity morphism and comorphism are both given by x1 Sig , 1 Sen y. These remarks lead us to define πIns mor and πIns co the categories of, respectively, institution morphisms and comorphisms. Remark 1.7 . It is easy to see that π-institution can be equivalently described by a triple xSig, Sen, t$ Σ u ΣP|Sig| y where the first two components are simply the ones used for π-institutions and the third component is a family, indexed by Σ P |Sig|, of tarskian consequence relations $ Σ Ď PpSenpΣqqˆSenpΣq such that for every arrow f : Σ 1 Ñ Σ 2 in Sig the induced function Senpf q : SenpΣ 1 q Ñ SenpΣ 2 q P M orpSetq is a logical translation, i.e. for each Γ Y tϕu Ď SenpΣ 1 q Γ $ Σ1 ϕ ñ Senpf qrΓs $ Σ2 Senpf qpϕq
An adjunction between Ins co and πIns co
For the reader's convenience, We recall here the adjunction between Ins co and πIns co established in [MaPi1] ; thus all the proofs will be omitted.
We start introducing the following notation:
Let I " xSig, Sen, M od, |ùy be an institution. Given Σ P |Sig|, consider Γ ‹ " tm P M odpΣq; m |ù Σ ϕ f or all ϕ P Γu and M ‹ " tϕ P SenpΣq; m |ù Σ ϕ f or all m P M u for any Γ Ď SenpΣq and M Ď M odpΣq. Clearly, these mappings establishes a Galois connection. Thus C I Σ pΓq :" Γ ‹‹ , defines a closure operator for any Σ P |Sig| ( [Vou] ).
The following lemma describes the behavior of these Galois connections through institutions comorphisms.
Lemma 1.8. Let f " xφ, α, βy : I Ñ I 1 an arrow in Ins co . Then given Γ Ď SenpΣq and M Ď |M odpφpΣqq|, the following conditions holds:
Define the following application:
F : Ins co ÝÑ πIns co I Þ ÝÑ F pIq " xSig, Sen, tC I Σ u ΣP|Sig| y In order to provide the well-definition of F , it is enough to prove the compatibility condition for tC I Σ u ΣP|Sig| , i.e., given f : Σ 1 Ñ Σ 2 and Γ Ď SenpΣ 1 q, then Senpf qpC I Σ1 pΓqq Ď C I Σ2 pSenpf qpΓqq. Let ϕ 2 P Senpf qpC I Σ1 pΓqq, then there is ϕ 1 P Γ˚˚such that Senpf qpϕ 1 q " ϕ 2 . Let m P pSenpf qpΓqq˚. So m |ù Σ2 Senpf qpΓq. By compatibility condition in institutions we have that M odpf qpmq |ù Σ1 Γ, thus M odpf qpmq P Γ˚. Since ϕ 1 P Γ˚˚we have that M odpf qpmq |ù Σ1 ϕ 1 , hence m |ù Σ2 Senpf qpϕ 1 q " ϕ 2 . Therefore ϕ 2 P pSenpf qpΓqq˚˚" C I Σ2 pSenpf qpΓqq. Now let f " xφ, α, βy : I Ñ I 1 be a comorphism of institutions. Then consider F pf q " xφ, αy. Notice that F pf q is a comorphism between F pIq and F pI 1 q. Indeed, it is enough to prove that F pf q satisfies the compatibility condition. Let ΓYtϕu Ď SenpΣq for some Σ P |Sig|. Suppose that α Σ pϕq R C I φpΣq pα Σ rΓsq. Hence α Σ pϕq R α Σ rΓs ‹‹ . Therefore α Σ rΓs ‹ |ù 1 φpΣq α Σ pαq. Thus there is m P α Σ rΓs ‹ such that m |ù 1 φpΣq α Σ pϕq. Hence β Σ pmq |ù Σ ϕ. Due to 1.8 1) we have that β Σ pmq P Γ ‹ . Therefore ϕ R Γ ‹‹ " C I Σ pΓq. Now let f : I Ñ I 1 and f 1 : I 1 Ñ I 2 comorphism of institutions. F pf 1 ‚ f q " xφ 1˝φ , α 1 ‚ αy " F pf 1 q ‚ F pf q and F pId I q " Id F pIq . Then F is a functor.
Consider now the application:
G : πIns co ÝÑ Ins co J Þ ÝÑ GpJq " xSig, Sen, M od J , |ù J y Where:
‚ The two first components of the π´institution are preserved.
‚ M od J : Sig Ñ Cat op . M od J pΣq :" tC Σ pΓq; Γ Ď SenpΣqu Ď P pSenpΣqq is viewed as a "co-discrete category" 3 and, given f :
It is easy to see that M od J is a contravariant functor.
‚ Define |ù J Ď |M odpΣq|ˆSenpΣq as a relation such that given m P M odpΣq and ϕ P SenpΣq, m |ù J Σ ϕ if and only if ϕ P m. Let f : Σ Ñ Σ 1 , ϕ P SenpΣq and m 1 P |M odpΣ 1 q|.
Senpf qpϕq Therefore the compatibility condition is satisfied and then we have that GpJq is an institution.
Now we prove that β is a natural transformation. Let f : Σ 1 Ñ Σ 2 . Since α is a natural transformation, the following diagram commutes:
Senpf q´1 y y P pSen 1 pφpΣ 2
Using this commutative diagram we are able to prove that the following diagram commutes:
Gphq " xφ, α, βy is a comorphism of institution. Indeed, it is enough to prove the compatibility condition. Let m P M od J 1 pφpΣqq and ϕ P SenpΣq.
Theorem 1.9. The functors F : Ins co Ñ πIns co and G : πIns co Ñ Ins co defined above establish an adjunction G % F between the categories Ins co and πIns co . Remark 1.10. Note that F˝G " Id πInsco and the unity of this adjunction, the natural transformation η : Id πInsco Ñ F˝G, is the identity. Thus the category πIns co can be seen as a full co-reflective subcategory of Ins co .
2 Adjunctions between Inst, π-Inst, Cat, Diag
In this section we continue and expand the analysis of categorial relations between categories whose objects are categories endowed with some extra structure like categories of (π-)institutions, categories of categories and categories of Set-based diagrams.
An adjunction between Ins mor and πIns mor
In this subsection, we sketch a proof that the category of all π-institutions and its morphism is isomorphic to a full co-reflexive subcategory of the category of all institutions and its morphisms: this is a natural variant of the results in [MaPi1] the we have recalled in subsection 1.3.
Let I " xSig, Sen, M od, |ùy be an institution. Given Σ P |Sig| let: Γ˚:" tm P M odpΣq : m |ù Σ ϕ f or all ϕ P Γu and M˚:" tϕ P SenpΣq : m |ù Σ ϕ f or all m P M u for any Γ Ď SenpΣq and M Ď |M odpΣq|. These mappings cleary define a Galois connection between PpSenpΣqq and Pp|M odpΣq|q. Therefore, Con I Σ pΓq :" Γ˚˚defines a closure operator on PpSenpΣqq for any Σ P |Sig|.
Lemma 2.1. Let xφ, α, βy : I Ñ I 1 be an arrow in Ins mor and σ P |Sig|. Given Γ Ď SenpΣq and M Ď |M odpΣq| the following holds:
The proof is similar to the one of Lemma 2.8 in [MaPi1] Consider now the following functor: The proof that F is well defined on objects can be found on [MaPi1] . The action on morphisms is defined as follows:
Let us prove that, given an arrow f " xφ, α, βy in Ins mor , F pf q satisfies the compatibility condition. Given Σ P |Sig| and tϕu Y Γ Ď SenpΣq suppose that α Σ pϕq R Con φpΣq pα Σ rΓsq, that is, α Σ pϕq R Γ˚˚. Then there is m P Γ˚such that m |ù 1 φpΣq α Σpϕq and, as f is morphism of institution, β Σ pmq |ù Σ ϕ. By lemma 3.1 , β Σ pmq P Γs o ϕ R Γ and, therefore, ϕ R Con I Σ pΓq Now, given morphisms f " xφ, α, βy : I Ñ I 1 and f 1 " xφ 1 , α 1 , β 1 y : I 1 Ñ I 2 in Ins mor notice that F pf 1¨f q " xφ 1¨φ , α 1¨α F y " F f 1¨F f , furthermore, for any institution I we have: F p1 I q " x1 Sig , 1 Sen y " 1 F pIq . It follows that F is a functor. Consider now the following application, G : πIns mor Ñ Ins mor J Ñ xSig, Sen, M od J , |ù J y Where:
The proof that M od J is well defined and that GpJq satisfies the compatibility condition and is indeed an institution can be found in [MaPi1] Given a morphism f " xφ, αy : J Ñ J 1 in πIns mor define, for Σ P |Sig| and m P |M od J pΣq|, β Σ pmq :" α´1 Σ pmq.
To prove that β is a natural transformation simply notice that, as α is a natural transformation, the bellow square commutes for all arrows f : Σ f Ý Ñ Σ 1 in Sig.
PpSenpΣqq
PpSen
Let us now prove the compatibility condition for morphisms. Given Σ P |Sig|, m P M od J pΣq and ϕ P SenpφpΣqq we have:
It follows that Gpf q " xφ, α, βy is a morphism of institutions. To prove G a functor simply notice that, given f " xφ, αy : J Ñ J 1 and f 1 " xφ 1 , α 1 y : J 1 Ñ J 2 in πIns mor , Gpf 1¨f q " xφ 1¨φ , α 1¨α φ, pα 1¨α φq´1y " xφ 1¨φ , α 1¨α φ, α´1φ¨α 1´1 y " Gpf 1 q¨Gpf q and, for any π-istitution J, routine calculations show Gp1 J q " 1 GpIq .
In fact, as in [MaPi1] , we have the following: Id πInsmor and the unity of this adjunction, the natural transformation η : Id πInsmor Ñ F˝G, is the identity. Thus the category πIns mor can be seen as a full co-reflective subcategory of Ins mor .
Adjunctions between CAT and πIns co
In this section we detail left and right adjoints for the forgetful functor from πIns co to CAT. Something of notice here is the similarity between these functors to the adjoints to the forgetful functor from Top to Set. Indeed, we describe a right adjoint that associates categories to their "trivial" π-institution, where the only closed sets are the empty set and the entire set of formulas, and a left adjoint that maps to "discrete" π-institution, where every set is closed.
Let us commence by the right adjoint. We begin by defining an action on the objects of CAT; given a category A let JA :" xA,˚, tCon c u aP|A| y where˚: A Ñ Set is the constant functor to the singleton set and, for each object a in A and Γ Ď t˚u, we define Con a pΓq " t˚u. It is clear that Con a is closure operator on t˚u.
Moreover, for any arrow a f Ý Ñ a 1 in A and Γ Ď t˚u, we have that˚f pCon a pΓqq " Con a 1 p˚f pΓqq and thus JA is a π-institution.
We can now extend J to morphisms. Given some functor F : A Ñ B, we see that there is a unique ! :˚ñ˚F ; furthermore, routine calculations show ϕ P Con a pΓq ñ! a pϕq P Con F a p! a pΓqq for tϕu Y Γ Ď t˚u. Define then JF " xF, ! y the remarks above showing it a comorphism between JA and JB.
To prove that J behaves functorially notice, firstly, that the lone arrow˚ñ˚is 1˚so Jp1 A q " x1 A , 1˚y " 1 JA . Finally, the below diagram guarantees that the composition is well behaved.
Let U : πIns co Ñ CAT the forgetful functor, taking each π-institution to its signature category and each comorphism to its first coordinate. The functors J : CAT Ñ πIns co and U : πIns co Ñ CAT establish an adjunction J $ U with counit η A " 1 A .
Proof: Given some a π-institution J and a functor F : Sig J Ñ A, consider the below diagram:
Where α is the single arrow Sen ñ˚F . Given tϕu Y Γ Ď SenpΣq we have that ϕ P C Σ pΓq ñ α Σ pϕq "˚.
As Con F Σ pα Σ pΓqq " t˚u it follows that ϕ P C Σ pΓq ñ α Σ pϕq P Con F Σ pα Σ pΓqq and thus xF, αy is indeed a comorphism between J and DA. As xF, αy is clearly the only arrow that makes the diagram commute, the result follows.
We can now describe the left adjoint. Consider the following functor:
Where H is the constant functor to the empty set, Con a is the single closure operator on the empty set and ! is the unique natural transformation H ñ HF . By vacuity, xF, ! y satisfies the comorphism condition. Proving that K is indeed a functor uses similar arguments to the ones given above.
Theorem 2.4. Let U as above. The functors K and U establish an adjunction K % U with unit ǫ A " 1 A .
Proof: Given some a π-institution J and a functor F : A Ñ Sig J , consider the below diagram:
Where α is the only natural transformation H ñ Sen J F . We argue by vacuity to show that xF, αy is a comorphism. Since xF, αy it is clearly the only arrow that makes the diagram commute, the result follows.
Remark 2.5. It is easy to see how one would go on defining the πIns mor versions of the functors J and K. This, of course, prompt us to question if these functors still define an adjunction. Routine calculations show that the directions would be reversed, that is, in the πIns mor case we have: K $ U $ J Remark 2.6. Let us consider a generalization of πIns co for a moment. Given a concrete category C with faithfull functor |´|, a C´π´Institution is a triple of the form xSig, Sen : Sig Ñ C, pC Σ : P|SenpΣq| Ñ P|SenpΣq|q ΣP|C| y where Sig is a category, Sen a functor and C Σ a closure operator on P|SenpΣq| satisfying structurality; furthermore, one can easily generalize a version of comorphisms for C´π´institutions. Consider then C´πIns co -the category of C´π´institution comorphisms. Let 1 a terminal object in the concrete category C. We can now define a functor J C : CAT Ñ C´πIns co as
Where 1 is the constant functor to the terminal object, Con a pΓq " |Senpaq| for each a P ObpAq and Γ Ď |Senpaq| and α is the unique 1 ñ 1F . Using the methods analogous we see that J C $ f orgetf ul. Suppose now that C had a initial object 0, one can easily see how to define K C -the left adjoint to the forgetful -mimicking K. It is common, specially when dealing with propositional logics, to define the syntax as an algebraic structure instead of a set. This remark could be of use in that scenario.
Adjunctions Diag ⇆ πIns co
In this short subsection, we describe simple adjunctions between the category πIns co and categories of "Setbased diagrams".
Let C be a category. Denote Diag C the category whose objects are pair pA, F q, where F : A Ñ C is a covariant functor and such that HomppA, F q, pA 1 , F 1is the (meta)class of all pairs pT, αq where T : A Ñ A 1 is a functor and α : F Ñ F 1˝T is a natural transformation. Let id pA,F q :" pid A , id F q and if pT 1 , α 1 q P HomppA 1 , F 1 q, pA 2 , F 2 qq, then pT 1 , α 1 q ‚ pT, αq :" pT 1˝T , α 1 F˝α q. Now consider the category πIns co and the obvious forgetful functor U : πIns co Ñ Diag Set given by: The main result of this subsection is that U has a left adjoint L : Diag Set Ñ πIns co and a right adjoint R : Diag Set Ñ πIns co . Thus U : πIns co Ñ Diag Set preserves all limits and all colimits.
We will provide just the definitions of the functors, since the proof of the universal properties are straitforward.
L : Diag Set Ñ πIns co is given by: LpA, F q :" pA, F, pC min a q aP|A| q, where C min a : P pF paqq Ñ P pF paqq is such that: Γ P P pF paqq Þ Ñ C min a pΓq :" Γ It is ease to see that LpA, F q satisfies the coherence condition in the definition of π-institution.
The action of L on morphisms is very simple:
this clearly determines a morphism of π-institutions.
For each pA, F q P |Diag Set |, we have the identity arrow id pA,F q : pA, F q Ñ U pLpA, Fand this is a initial object in the comma category pA, F q Ó U . Thus L is left adjoint to U and we have just described the component pA, F q of the unity of this adjunction.
Similarly, we have a functor R : Diag Set Ñ πIns co given by RpA, F q :" pA, F, pC max a q aP|A| q, where C max a : P pF paqq Ñ P pF paqq is such that:
With the obvious action on arrows, R becomes the right adjoint to U .
3 Adjunctions at the level of Room-like categories As described in [Diac] , the category of institutions and comorphisms can be obtained by means of a standard categorical notion known as the Grothendieck construction. There, a central role is played by the so-called category of rooms, denoted by Room: individually, an institution having Sig as its category of signatures corresponds to a functor Sig ÝÑ Room; on the other hand, (co)morphisms of institutions should also take into account basechange functors between different categories of signatures. The Grothendieck construction provides an adequate framework for studying this kind of phenomena. More precisely, given a 1-category C (regarded as a strict 2category with trivial 2-cells), the Grothendieck construction, which we shall denote by´7, associates to each pseudofunctor F : C ÝÑ CAT a 1-category F 7 together with a structure (projection) functor F 7 ÝÑ C onto the base category. Most importantly, it constitutes a pseudofunctoŕ 7 : rC, CATs ÝÑ CAT{C, where:
• rC, CATs denotes the 2-category of pseudofunctors C ÝÑ CAT, pseudonatural transformations, and modifications.
• CAT{C denotes the slice 2-category defined in the obvious way.
Our main interest will be the case where C is Cat, the 1-category of categories. We shall also need to consider the 2-categorical Yoneda (pseudo)functor
associated to a (possibly weak) 2-category C, and variations thereof. A pseudofunctor equivalent to one of the form Cp´, cq is called a representable 2-presheaf. We will be concerned with (restrictions to CAT of) 2-presheaves on a (suitably large) 2-category of categories which are represented by variations of Room. For instance, Ins co is described in [Diac] as the Grothendieck construction CATp´o p , Roomq 7 of the Yoneda-like 2-presheaf CATp´o p , Roomq on CAT. Our goal in this section will be to provide an alternative description of the above adjunctions between categories of institutions, by noticing that (i) it is easy to describe Roomlike categories by which we can obtain other categories of institutions through a similar Yoneda-followed-by-Grothendieck procedure, and (ii) the notion of adjunction is available for any 2-category, and adjunctions in this sense are preserved by suitable pseudofunctors.
In this section, we restrict ourselves to providing quick (and mostly ad-hoc) descriptions of some of the necessary constructions from 2-category theory, including the Grothendieck construction; hence the reader is strongly encouraged to have a prior basic knowledge on these topics. For that purpose, we refer to [Diac] and [nLab] for a brief introduction, and to [Jo] for a more detailed discussion.
2-categorical preliminaries
We start by fixing some notations and defining the 2-categorical constructions alluded to above. The basic language of 2-category theory will be freely used. Unless otherwise specified, by a 2-category we mean a strict 2-category. If C is a 1-category, we regard it as a 2-category whenever necessary. We denote by CAT the 2category of categories, functors, and natural transformations, and by Cat the 1-category of categories and functors. Given 2-categories C and D, we denote by rC, Ds the corresponding category of pseudofunctors, pseudonatural transformations, and modifications. If C is a 2-category, we denote by C op (resp. C co , C coop ) the 2-category obtained by reversing the 1-cells (resp. 2-cells, both 1-cells and 2-cells). By a contravariant pseudofunctor from C to D we mean a pseudofunctor C op ÝÑ D. By a 2-presheaf (resp. category of 2-presheaves) we mean a pseudofunctor C op ÝÑ CAT (resp. a 2-category rC op , CATs).
The Grothendieck construction
The Grothendieck construction can be defined in two similar versions: taking as input either a contravariant CAT-valued pseudofunctor (i.e. a 2-presheaf), or a covariant one.
Definition 1. (Grothendieck construction for contravariant pseudofunctors)
Let C be a 1-category. Given a pseudofunctor F : C op ÝÑ CAT, we define its Grothendieck construction or Grothendieck category, denoted by F 7 , as the 1-category given by the following data:
• Its objects are pairs pc, xq, where c P ObpCq and x P ObpF pcqq.
• A morphism pc, xq ÝÑ pd, yq is a pair pf, φq, where f P Cpc, dq and φ P F pcqpx, F pf qpyqq.
• The composite of morphisms pf, φq : pc, xq ÝÑ pd, yq and pg, ψq : pd, yq ÝÑ pe, zq is defined as
where α f,g is the natural isomorphism (associated to F by the definition of a pseudofunctor) F pf q˝F pgq ùñ F pg˝f q. See
The reader will be able to check that composition is associative and that each object possesses an identity arrow (by using the natural isomorphisms α c : 1 F pcq ùñ F pid c q). The category F 7 is canonically endowed with a (projection) functor F 7 ÝÑ C given by pc, xq Þ ÝÑ c and pf, φq Þ ÝÑ f . (Some readers might recognize this projection functor as what is called in the literature a fibration, or that it realizes F 7 as a fibered category over the base C). Now, suppose given a 1-cell in rC op , CATs, i.e. a pseudonatural transformation η : F ùñ G. We define a functor η 7 : F 7 ÝÑ G 7 as follows:
• η 7 ppc, xqq " pc, η c pxqq for each pc, xq P ObpF 7 q.
• For each pf, φq : pc, xq ÝÑ pd, yq in F 7 , we define η 7 ppf, φqq : pc, η c pxqq ÝÑ pd, η d pyqq as
where γ f is the natural isomorphism (associated to η by the definition of a pseudonatural transformation) as in
The reader will be able to check that η 7 is indeed a functor. Also, it is clear that it is compatible with the projections F 7 ÝÑ C and G 7 ÝÑ C, so that we can regard η 7 as a 1-cell in the slice 2-category CAT{C.
Finally, suppose given a 2-cell in rC op , CATs, i.e. a modification µ : η ⇛ χ between pseudonatural transformations η, χ : F ùñ G. We define a natural transformation µ 7 : η 7 ùñ χ 7 as follows: for each pc, xq P ObpF 7 q, we take µ 7 pc,xq : η 7 ppc, xqq " pc, η c pxqq ÝÑ χ 7 ppc, xqq " pc, χ c pxqq to be pid c , β c χcpxq˝p µ c q x q, where β c is the natural isomorphism (associated to G by the definition of a pseudofunctor) 1 Gpcq ùñ Gpid c q. See
The reader will be able to check that µ 7 is indeed a natural transformation. Furthermore, it can be verified that by sending a pseudofunctor F to a category F 7 , a pseudonatural transformation η : F ùñ G to a functor η 7 : F 7 ÝÑ G 7 , and a modification µ : η ⇛ χ to a natural transformation µ 7 : η 7 ùñ χ 7 , we have defined a pseudofunctor´7
: rC op , CATs ÝÑ CAT{C.
Definition 2. (Grothendieck construction for covariant pseudofunctors)
Let C be a 1-category. Given a pseudofunctor F : C ÝÑ CAT, we define its Grothendieck construction or Grothendieck category, denoted by F 7 , as the 1-category given by the following data:
• A morphism pc, xq ÝÑ pd, yq is a pair pf, φq, where f P Cpc, dq and φ P F pdqpF pf qpxq, yq.
• The composite of morphisms pf, φq : pc, xq ÝÑ pd, yq and pg, ψq : pd, yq ÝÑ pe, zq is defined as pg˝f , ψ˝F pgqpφq˝pα f,g x q´1q, where α f,g is the natural isomorphism (associated to F by the definition of a pseudofunctor) F pf q˝F pgq ùñ F pg˝f q. See
The reader will be able to check that composition is associative and that each object possesses an identity arrow (by using the natural isomorphisms α c : 1 F pcq ùñ F pid c q). As in the previous definition, F 7 has a canonical projection functor F 7 ÝÑ C given by pc, xq Þ ÝÑ c and pf, φq Þ ÝÑ f . (Here, the reader might recognize it as what is called in the literature an opfibration, or that it realizes F 7 as an opfibered category over C).
Suppose given a 1-cell in rC, CATs, i.e. a pseudonatural transformation η : F ùñ G. We define a functor η 7 : F 7 ÝÑ G 7 as follows:
, where γ f is the natural isomorphism (associated to η by the definition of a pseudonatural transformation) as in
The reader will be able to check that η 7 is indeed a functor. Again, it is clearly compatible with the projections F 7 ÝÑ C and G 7 ÝÑ C, so that we can regard η 7 as a 1-cell in the slice 2-category CAT{C.
Suppose given a 2-cell in rC, CATs, i.e. a modification µ : η ⇛ χ between pseudonatural transformations η, χ : F ùñ G. We define a natural transformation µ 7 : η 7 ùñ χ 7 as follows: for each pc, xq P ObpF 7 q, we take pµ 7 q pc,xq : η 7 ppc, xqq " pc, η c pxqq ÝÑ χ 7 ppc, xqq " pc, χ c pxqq to be pid c , pµ c q x˝p β c ηcpxq q´1q, where β c is the natural isomorphism (associated to G by the definition of a pseudofunctor) 1 Gpcq ùñ Gpid c q. See
The reader will be able to check that µ 7 is indeed a natural transformation. As before, it can be verified that by sending a pseudofunctor F to F 7 , a pseudonatural transformation η : F ùñ G to η 7 : F 7 ÝÑ G 7 , and a modification µ : η ⇛ χ to µ 7 : η 7 ùñ χ 7 , we have defined a pseudofunctoŕ
Representable pseudofunctors
Let C be a 2-category. For each c P ObpCq, we define a pseudofunctor (in fact, a strict 2-functor) Cp´, cq : C op ÝÑ CAT as follows:
• Each d P ObpCq is sent to the hom-category Cpd, cq.
• Each 1-cell f : d ÝÑ e in C is sent to the functor Cpf, cq : Cpe, cq ÝÑ Cpd, cq given by precomposition of both 1-cells and 2-cells with f .
• Each 2-cell η : f ùñ g between 1-cells f , g : d ÝÑ e is sent to the natural transformation Cpη, cq : Cpf, cq ùñ Cpg, cq
given by precomposition with η, that is, by associating to each 1-cell h : e ÝÑ c (i.e. object of Cpe, cq) the 2-cell (i.e. morphism of Cpd, cq)
Cpη, cq h " h˝η : h˝f ÝÑ h˝g.
Next, given a 1-cell p : c ÝÑ c 1 in C, we define a pseudonatural transformation (in fact, a strict 2-natural transformation) Cp´, pq : Cp´, cq ùñ Cp´, c 1 q as follows:
• To each d P ObpCq we associate the functor (i.e. 1-cell in CAT) Cpd, pq : Cpd, cq ÝÑ Cpd, c 1 q given by postcomposition of both 1-cells and 2-cells with f .
• As we are only dealing with strict 2-categories, composition of 1-cells in C is strictly associative, hence we can fill the square diagrams thus obtained with identity natural transformations.
Given a 2-cell η : p ùñ p 1 between p, p 1 : c ÝÑ c 1 , we define a modification Cp´, ηq : Cp´, pq ⇛ Cp´, p 1 q by associating to each d P ObpCq the natural transformation Cpd, ηq : Cpd, pq ùñ Cpd, p 1 q given on each f P ObpCpd, cqq by Cpd, ηq f " η˝f : p˝f ÝÑ p 1˝f .
Routine diagram chasing shows that the above constructions define a strict 2-functor C ÝÑ rC op , CATs, which we denote by Y C and call the Yoneda embedding associated to C. Remark 3.1. The above constructions can be adapted to produce a Yoneda embedding for any weak 2-category C. In this case, Y C will in general only be a (non-strict) pseudofunctor. Also, the term embedding used here may be misleading in that the 2-categorical statement analogous to the Yoneda lemma, although true, is not nearly immediate from the above discussion. An elementary but not-so-short proof is given in [Bak1] .
Adjunctions in a 2-category
Definition 3. Let C be a 2-category. An adjunction in C is a quadruple pf, g, η, εq, where:
• f and g are 1-cells in C of the form f : c ÝÑ d, g : d ÝÑ c.
• η and ε are 2-cells of the form η : id c ùñ g˝f , ε : f˝g ùñ id d .
• These satisfy the identities pεf q˝pf ηq " 1 f and pgεq˝pηgq " 1 g .
We denote the existence of such an adjunction by f % g.
For our purposes, the crucial property of adjunctions in 2-categories is that they are (up to isomorphism) preserved by any pseudofunctor:
Lemma 4. Let F : C ÝÑ D be a pseudofunctor, and pf, g, η, εq an adjunction in C. Then F induces an adjunction pF pf q, F pgq,η,εq in D.
Proof. Let f : c ÝÑ d, g : d ÝÑ c. Takeη : id F pcq ùñ F pgq˝F pf q to be the composite
where α c and α g,f are the 2-cells associated to F as a pseudofunctor. Analogously, takeε : F pf q˝F pgq ùñ id F pdq to be the composite
Now, notice that pεF pf qq˝pF pf q˝ηq " pppα d q´1F pεqα f,g qF pf qq˝pF pf qppα g,f q´1F pηqα cis given by the following composite of 2-cells:
On the other hand, the equality pεf q˝pf ηq " 1 f implies (by functoriality of Cpc, dq ÝÑ DpF pcq, F pdqq) F pεf q˝F pf ηq " 1 F pf q . The left-hand side equals the composite of 2-cells
which (by expanding id F pf˝g˝f q through the coherence laws of F as a pseudofunctor) can be rewritten as
Again by using the coherence laws of F , it can be shown (as the reader will be able to do in detail) that the following equalities hold: pF pf qF pηqq˝pF pf qα c q " pα f,g˝f q´1˝F pf ηq : F pf q ùñ F pf q˝F pg˝f q, ppα d q´1F pf qq˝pF pεqF pf" F pεf q˝α f˝g,f : F pf˝gq˝F pf q ùñ F pf q.
It follows that the two composites of 2-cells above are equal, so that pεF pf qq˝pF pf q˝ηq " 1 F pf q , which is the first desired identity. The second one can be shown analogously. [Diac] describes a procedure to recover Ins co as a Grothendieck category. It is done by introducing the so-called category of rooms, denoted by Room (see below), so that Ins co is canonically equivalent (isomorphic, in fact) to CATpp´q op , Roomq 7 . Before recalling this construction, it will be convenient to define (or better, to fix notation for) a general notion of Room-like category which can be applied to produce other categories of institution-like objects.
Categories of institutions as Grothendieck categories

Definition 5.
Let C be a 1-category. We say that a 1-category R is a category of rooms for C, or a room category for C, if there exists an equivalence of categories C » CATp´o p , Rq 7 , where the right-hand side denotes the category obtained as in
where we denote by CAT 1 a 2-category of categories defined in a Grothendieck universe possibly larger than that of CAT. As discussed in the previous subsection, both the Yoneda embedding for 2-categories and the Grothendieck construction are pseudofunctorial. It is then immediate that the above construction gives rise to a pseudofunctor (in fact, a strict 2-functor)
It will be denoted by ins and called (institutional) realization.
It often happens that the right Grothendieck construction to be used is that from Definition 2, for covariant pseudofunctors. We say that R is a category of op-rooms for C, or a op-room category for C, if there exists an equivalence of categories C » pCATp´o p , Rq 7 q op . See
Again, we obtain a pseudofunctor (in fact, a strict 2-functor)
which we denote by opins and call (institutional) op-realization.
Remark 3.2. It is clear that CAT plays no distinguished role in this construction besides being a 2-category. The inner op as in CATp´o p , Rq and pCATp´o p , Rq 7 q op corresponds to the fact that we wish the functors sending signatures to categories of models to be contravariant. The outer op as in pCATp´o p , Rq 7 q op , and its absence from CATp´o p , Rq, correspond to the fact that we wish any morphism between institution-like objects to have the same direction as its corresponding functor between signature categories. The co as in CAT 1co {Cat is due to the fact that the pseudofunctor taking a category to its opposite reverses the direction of natural transformations, but not of functors. Since left-right adjunctions in CAT 1 correspond to right-left adjunctions in CAT 1co , Lemma 4 implies that coins sends left-right adjunctions in CAT to right-left adjunctions in CAT 1co {Cat.
We list below some examples of room categories for some categories of institution-like objects. Proofs will not be given, but the reader will be able to provide them easily.
Example 6. (Room, a room category for Ins co and Ins mor ) Define a category Room as follows:
• Its objects are triples xS, M, pR m q mPObpMq y, where S is a set, M is a category, and, for each m P ObpM q, R m : S Ñ 2 " t0, 1u is a function.
• A morphism xS, M, pR m q mPObpMq y pσ,µq Ý ÝÝ Ñ xS 1 , M 1 , pR 1 m 1 q m 1 PObpM 1 q y consists of a function σ : S 1 Ñ S and a functor µ : M Ñ M 1 such that R 1 µm psq " R m σpsq for every m P ObpM q and s P ObpSq.
• Composition is given by pσ 1 , µ 1 q˝pσ, µq " pσ˝σ 1 , µ 1˝µ q.
It is clear that Room is indeed a category. Then, in the terminology introduced above, we have
Ins mor -opinspRoomq.
Both projections inspRoomq ÝÑ Cat and opinspRoomq ÝÑ Cat recover the underlying category of signatures of an institution. For more on this example, we refer the reader to [Diac] .
Example 7. (πRoom, a room category for πIns co and πIns mor )
Define a category πRoom as follows:
• Its objects are pairs xS, Cy, where S is a set and C : 2 S ÝÑ 2 S is a closure operator (we give 2 S -PpSq the canonical order).
• A morphism xS, Cy σ ÝÑ xS 1 , C 1 y consists of a function σ : S 1 ÝÑ S such that σ˚˝C " C 1˝σ˚, where σ˚: 2 S ÝÑ 2 S 1 is the function given by pulling back along σ (or by taking preimages).
• Composition is given by σ 1˝π
Room σ " σ˝S et σ 1 .
It is clear that πRoom is indeed a category. It is easily shown that πIns co -inspπRoomq, πIns mor -opinspπRoomq.
Both projections inspπRoomq ÝÑ Cat and opinspπRoomq ÝÑ Cat recover the underlying category of signatures of a π-institution.
Example 8. (The terminal category, a room category for Cat) Let 1 " t˚u denote the terminal category. It is immediate that both insp1q and opinsp1q are canonically isomorphic to Cat via the projections provided by the Grothendieck construction.
Recovering adjunctions between categories of institutions
Lemma 4 ensures us that ins preserves adjunctions, and that opins reverses adjunctions. As a result, the adjunctions between categories of institution-like objects described in the previous sections can be given a simple and uniform treatment as images under ins or opins of certain adjunctions between the room categories attributed to them in the previous subsection.
Example 9. (Ins co and πIns co ) Define functors F : Room ÝÑ πRoom and G : πRoom ÝÑ Room as follows:
• For each object r " xS, M, pR m q mPObpMq y of Room, we define F prq as xS, C r y, where C r : PpSq ÝÑ PpSq is given by sending each S 1 Ă S to ts P S such that R m psq " 1 for every m P ObpM q such that R m pS 1 q " t1uu.
A morphism xS, M, pR m q mPObpMq y pσ,µq Ý ÝÝ Ñ xS 1 , M 1 , pR 1 m 1 q m 1 PObpM 1 q y is sent to σ. • For each object r " xS, Cy of πRoom, we define G prq as xS, PpSq, pχ m q mPObpPpSqq y, where PpSq is given the structure of a co-discrete category, and for each m Ă S, χ m : S ÝÑ 2 is the characteristic function of m.
A morphism xS, Cy σ ÝÑ xS 1 , C 1 y is sent to pσ, σ˚q, where σ˚: PpSq ÝÑ PpS 1 q is the functor between co-discrete categories given on objects by taking preimages.
One can then easily describe an adjunction G % F and show that G is fully faithful (hence it realizes πRoom as a co-reflective subcategory of Room). It follows from Lemma 4, and from the fact that pseudofunctors preserve isomorphisms between 1-cells, that the functors inspF q : inspRoomq -Ins co ÝÑ inspπRoomq -πIns co , inspG q : inspπRoomq -πIns co ÝÑ inspRoomq -Ins co satisfy inspG q % inspF q, and that inspG q realizes inspπRoomq (resp. πIns co ) as a co-reflective subcategory of inspRoomq (resp. Ins co ).
Example 10. (Ins mor and πIns mor )
Let F and G be as in the previous example. The same argument shows that the functors opinspF q : opinspRoomq -Ins mor ÝÑ opinspπRoomq -πIns mor , opinspG q : opinspπRoomq -πIns mor ÝÑ opinspRoomq -Ins mor satisfy opinspF q % opinspG q, and that opinspG q realizes opinspπRoomq (resp. πIns mor ) as a reflective subcategory of opinspRoomq (resp. Ins mor ).
Example 11. (Categories of institutions and Cat)
We leave to the reader the exercise of defining adjoints (left, right, or both) to the terminal functors Room Ñ 1 and πRoom Ñ 1 using the methods described here, in order to produce several canonical adjunctions between Cat and categories of (π-)institutions.
Propositional logics and (π)-institutions
In this section, we present some institutions and π-institutions of abstract propositional logics, useful for establishing an abstract Glivenko's theorem for algebraizable logics regardless of their signatures associated (see [MaPi3] ). We have also defined the institution of filter pairs, a abstract logic notion introduced in [AMP1], and provided a functor from the category of filter pair to the category of institutions.
A π-institution for the abstract propositional logics
Here we describe the π-institutions associated to categories of abstract propositional logics and some forms of translation morphisms, as developed in [MaPi1] .
In [AFLM] , [FC] and [MaMe] are considered some categories of propositional logics, namely L s and L f , whose objects are of the form l " pΣ, $q, where Σ " pΣ n q nPN is finitary signature and $Ď P pF ormpΣqqˆF ormpΣq is a tarskian consequence operator, and whose morphisms f : pΣ, $q Ñ pΣ 1 , $ 1 q are of the form f : Σ Ñ Σ 1 with the former category having "strict" (n-ary symbol to n-ary symbol) morphisms and the latter "flexible" (n-ary symbol to n-ary term) morphisms.
To the category L f is associated an π-institution J f in the following way:
• Sig f :" L f ;
• Sen f : Sig f Ñ Set is given by pg : pΣ, $q Ñ pΣ 1 , $qq Þ Ñ pĝ : F ormpΣq Ñ F ormpΣ 1 qq, whereĝ is the usual expasion to formulas;
• For each l " pΣ, $q P |Sig f | and Γ Ď F ormpΣq, we define C l pΓq :" tφ P F ormpΣq : Γ $ l φu.
An analogous process is used to form J s from L s .
In [MaMe] , the "inclusion" functor p`q L : L s Ñ L f induces a comorphism (and also a morphism) on the associated π-institutions p`q :" pp`q L , α`q : J s Ñ J f , where, for each l " pΣ, $q P Sig s " L s , α`plq " Id F ormpΣq : F ormpΣq Ñ F ormpΣq. The paper also presents a right adjoint p´q L : L f Ñ L s to the "inclusion" functor. Essentially this fuctor sends a signature Σ to its derived one p´q L Σ :" pF ormpΣqrnsq nPN . We have also a comorphism of π-institutions associated to this functor. Notice that given some logic l " pΣ, $q, we have Sen s p´q L plq " F ormpp´q L Σq " F ormpΣq. So the fuctor p´q L induces a comorphism pp´q L , α´q where α´is the identity between formulas. It will be interesting understand the role of these adjoint pair of functors between the logical categories (L f , L s ) at the π-institutional level (J f , J s ).
An institution for the abstract propositional logics
We now present an alternative 'institutionalization of predicate logic. This assignment is used in [MaPi3] to establish an abstract Glivenko's theorem for algebraizable logics.
From to the category of logics L f (also to L s ), we define:
• Sig :" L f , the category of propositional logics l " pΣ, $q and flexible morphisms.
• Sen : Sig Ñ Set where Senplq " PpF ormpΣqqˆF ormpΣq and given f P M or Sig pl 1 , l 2 q then Senpf q :
Senpl 1 q Ñ Senpl 2 q is such that Senpf qpxΓ, ϕyq " xf rΓs, f pϕqy. It is easy to see that Sen is a functor.
• M od : Sig Ñ Cat op where M odplq " M atr l and given f P M or Sig pl 1 , l 2 q, M odpf q : M atr l2 Ñ M atr l1 such that M odpf qpxM, F yq " xf ‹ pM q, F y. Here f ‹ : Σ 1´s tr Ñ Σ´str is a functor that commutes over Set induced by the morphism f where the interpretation of conectives are: c f ‹ M 1 n :" f pc n q M 1 for all c n P Σ (more detail in [MaPi3] ).
• Given l " pΣ, $q P |Sig|, xM, F y P |M odplq| and xΓ, ϕy P Senplq define the relation |ù l Ď |M odplq|ˆSenplq as:
xM, F y |ù l xΓ, ϕy iff f or all v : F pΣq Ñ M, if vrΓs Ď F, then vpϕq P F.
In [MaPi3] , section 3.1, it is proven that this construction defines indeed an institution.
Filter pairs as institutions
The notion of filter pair, introduced in [AMP1], can be seem as a categorial presentation of a propositional logic. Here we recall the precise definition of this notion and associate an institution to the category of all filter pairs.
Definition 4.1. Let Σ be a signature. A finitary filter pair over Σ is a pair pF, iq, consisting of a contravariant functor F : Σ´str op Ñ AlgLat, from Σ-structures to algebraic lattices, and a collection of maps i " pi M q MPΣ´str such that, for any M P Σ´str, the function i M : F pM q Ñ pPpM q, Ďq satisfies the following properties:
1. For any M P Σ´str, i M preserves arbitrary infima (in particular i M pJq " M ) and directed suprema.
2.
Given a homomorphism f : M Ñ N of Σ-structures the following diagram commutes:
In [AMP1] was defined a category of filter pairs and presented it as functorial encoding of the category of all (finitary, propositional) logics: in fact the category of propositional logics and flexible morphisms can be represented as a co-reflective full subcategory of the category of filter pairs.
Definition 4.2. The category of Filter Pairs: Consider the category F i defined in the following manner:
• Objects: Filters pairs pF, i F q.
• Morphisms: Let pF, i F q be a filter pair over a signature Σ and pF 1 , i F 1 q be a filter pair over a signature Σ 1 . A morphism pF, i F q Ñ pF 1 , i F 1 q is a pair pH, jq such that H : Σ 1´s tr Ñ Σ´str is a signature functor and j : F 1 ñ F˝H is a natural transformation such that given M 1 P ObjpΣ 1´s trq,
• Identities: For each signature Σ and each filter pair pF, i F q over Σ, Id pF,i F q :" pId Σ´str , Id F q.
• Composition: Given morphisms pH, jq, pH 1 , j 1 q in F i.
Indeed:
It is straightforward to check that the composition is associative and that identity laws hold.
Proposition 4.3. Every filter pair pF, iq over a signature Σ determines an institution I pF,iq where:
• Sig I " Σ´str;
• pSig I SenI Ý ÝÝ Ñ Setq = pΣ´str f orgetf ul ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Setq;
• pSig op I ModI Ý ÝÝÝ Ñ CATq " pΣ´str op F Ý Ñ AlgLat CATq;
• for each M P ObpSig I q " ObpΣ´strq, define |ù M Ď ObpM od I pM qqˆSen I pM q " F pM qˆ|M | as:
Moreover, since i M preserves arbitrary infima, the π-institution P pF,iq cannonically associated to I pF,iq is such that for each M P ObpSig I q " ObpΣ´strq, C M : P pSen I q Ñ P pSen I q is given by
Proof: Sig I , Sen I and M od I associated with a filter pair pF, iq are well defined. It remains to prove the compatibility condition. Let h : M Ñ M 1 be a morphism in Sig I " Σ´str and a P F pM 1 q such that a |ù M 1 hpmq. So hpmq P i M 1 paq and since i is a natural transformation we have m P h´1˝i Proof: We need only prove that pH, Id, jq satisifies the compatibility condition. Let M 1 P Σ 1´s tr, m 1 P F 1 pM 1 q and ϕ P HpM 1 q. Verifying functoriality is straightforward.
Skolemization, a new institutional device
We reserve this section to present and develop a new institutional concept: the skolemization of an institution. We will apply this notion, by borrowing from FOL, a form of downward Löwenheim-Skolem for the setting of multialgebras.
Given an institution I, we say that xI, S, pI Σ q ΣP|Sig| , pτ Σ q ΣP|Sig| y is an skolemization for I iff:
• S is a functor of the form pM odq 7 pM od Pres q 7 xΣ, M y xpΣ S , S Σ q, M SΣ y uy xg,vy Where 7 denotes the Grothendieck construction. We refer to S as the skolem functor. Where Σ S and S Σ are, respectively, the skolem expansion and theory of Σ and M SΣ is any skolemization of M with the same underlying set. Let F Σ ψ be the skolem function of the Σ-formula ψ and define f 1 as follows: if x P Σ simply let f 1 pxq " f pxq, else we have x " F Σ ψ for some ψ in SenpΣq and then we let f 1 pxq " F Σ 1 Sen f pψq .
For each first order signature Σ, let I Σ be the usual inclusion system on M od FOL 1 pΣq and define τ Σ : Σ Ñ Σ S as τ Σ pxq " x. It is easy to see that
Theorem 12. Let I institution with skolemization xI, S, pI Σ q ΣP|Sig I | , pτ Σ q ΣP|Sig I | y. Given an institution J and a morphism xφ, α, βy : J Ñ I if:
• φ is fully faithful,
• For each Σ i P |Sig I | there is some Σ j P |Sig J | such that φpΣ j q -pφΣ i q S in Sig I . Let i Σi : pΣ j q Ñ pΣ i q S denote the isomorphism arrow,
• Each β Σ is an isomorphism, and
• Each α Σ is semantically surjective, that is, for every ϕ P Sen J pΣq there is some ψ P α Σ rSen I pφΣqs such that ϕ ‹ " ψ ‹ .
Then xJ, S 1 , pI 1 Σ q ΣP|Sig J | , pτ 1 Σ q ΣP|Sig J | y has a skolemization where We now have what we need to define a functor S 1 : pM od J q 7 Ñ pM od Pres J q 7 . Given xΣ, M y P |pM od J q 7 |, let
And, given an arrow xf, uy in pM od J q 7 , let S 1 pxf, uyq :" x q ψ, q vy, where:
• φp q ψq is the lone arrow that makes the below square commute
First, let us prove that S 1 pxf, uyq is a morphism in pM od Pres J q 7 . 
Notice that, by definition, φp ψ 2¨ψ1 q is the unique arrow that makes the outer rectangle commute. It follows that φp ψ 2¨ψ1 q " φp | ψ 2 q¨φp | ψ 1 q and so, by faithfulness,
Moreover, let ‚ and˝stand for the composition of the second coordinate in, respectively, pM od J q 7 and pM od Pres J q 7 . We then have:
We now have a functor S 1 : pM od J q 7 Ñ pM od Pres J q 7 . Finally, let us prove that S 1 indeed forms a skolemization.
First, notice that i´1 φΣ¨τ φΣ P Sig I pφΣ, φ q Σq. Define then τ 1 Σ as the arrow in Sig J pΣ, q Σq satisfying φpq τ q " i´1 φΣ¨τ . Given some M P |M od J Σ| we have: Finally, suppose that the q Σ-models M 1 and N 1 are skolemizations of, respectively, the Σ-models M and N and that M 1 ãÝ Ñ N 1 . Clearly then pβ q Σ pM 1↾ i´1 φΣ ãÝ Ñ pβ q Σ pN 1↾ i´1 φΣ . Moreover, using structurality and the morphism compatibility condition we have that:
It follows then that
By naturality, pβ Σ pM od I q τ pM 1‹ " pβ Σ pM od I q τ pN 1‹ Since M 1 and N 1 are skolemizations, we have that M 1 ↾ q τ " M and N 1 ↾ q τ " N . Now notice that M |ù α Σ pϕq ðñ β Σ pM q |ù ϕ ðñ β Σ pN q |ù ϕ ðñ N |ù α Σ pϕq
As α Σ is semantically surjective the result follows.
As an illustration of the previous theorem we present the following:
Example 5.2. (Multialgebras have the Downward Löwenheim-Skolem property)
We now describe MA-the institution of (unsorted) multialgebras. As signatures we simply use (unsorted) first order signatures. The intuition here is that function symbols are to be interpreted as functions and relations as multioperations.
Let us describe the syntax. The terms are built in a first order manner with the caveat that relation symbols can too be used to form terms, that is, functions are allowed to take relations as arguments and we can compose relations. For the formulas, we have two atoms: t ą t 1 , interpreted as set inclusion, and t . " t 1 , interpreted as (deterministic) equality. The full set of formulas is built by using quantification and Boolean connectives, the sentences being the formulas without free variables. For the semantics we let the category of models of given signature be the category of multialgebras of that signature. A more detailed characterization of this institution can be found in [Lamo] .
We can now describe a morphism MA xφ,α,βy Ý ÝÝÝÝ Ñ FOL 1 :
• We start by defining the functor φ : Sig MA Sig FOL 1 xpF i q iăω , pM i q iăω y xpF i q iăω , pR i q iăω y xpF 1 i q iăω , pM 1 i q iăω y xpF 1 i q iăω , pR 1 i q iăω y f f
Where R i`1 :" tr m : m P M i u. It is easy to see that φ is well defined and fully faithful. Moreover, we have that the functor is essentially surjective.
• Given Σ P |Sig MA | we define α Σ : Sen FOL 1 pφΣq Ñ Sen MA pΣq recursively: α Σ px i q " x i α Σ pf pt 1¨¨¨tn" f pα Σ pt 1 q¨¨¨α Σ pt nα Σ pt « t 1 q " α Σ ptq . " α Σ pt 1 q α Σ pr m pt 1¨¨¨tn`1" mpα Σ pt 1 q¨¨¨α Σ pt ną t n`1 αpA^Bq " α Σ pAq^α Σ pBq; α Σ p Aq " α Σ pAq; α Σ pDx i pAqq " Dx i pα Σ pAqq Elementary induction shows that α is indeed a natural transformation. Notice that the set α Σ rSen FOL 1 pφΣqs consists of formulas built of terms where there is no composition with multioperations. The idea we use to show that α Σ is semantically surjective is simple: suppose we have the formula f px 1¨¨¨m py 1¨¨¨yk q¨¨¨x n q . " x n`1 where mpy 1¨¨¨yk q happens in the j-th place, we simply introduce a new variable and restrict its domain, i.e., we consider the formula @x j pmpy 1¨¨¨yk q ą x jf px 1¨¨¨xj¨¨¨xn. " x n`1 . Using a similar technique for inclusion 5 and proceeding by induction on nested formulas the proof follows. 6
• Given some signature Σ consider the functor
Where r m " tx 1 x 2¨¨¨xi x i`1 P M i`1 : x i`1 P mpx 1¨¨¨xi qu and R i`1 :" Ť mPMi r m . It is easy to see that β Σ is well defined and that pβ Σ q ΣP|Sig MA | ensemble into a natural transformation. Furthermore simple arguments show that xφ, α, βy indeed forms an institution morphism. Finally, we define an inverse for β Σ M od MA pΣq M od FOL 1 pφΣq : β´1 Σ xW, pF i q iăω , pM i q iăω y xW, pF i q iăω , pR i q iăω y xW 1 , pF 1 i q iăω , pM 1 i q iăω y xW 1 , pF 1 i q iăω , pR 1 i q iăω y h h
Where m r px 1¨¨¨xi q :" tx i`1 P W : rpx 1¨¨¨xi`1 qu and M i :" Ť rPRi`1 m r .
This proves that MA has a skolemization. Observe that the inclusion system of this skolemization is the standard one, that is, an inclusion simply means a subalgebra. Using this fact and a similar technique to skolem hulls one can now easily prove a downward Löwenheim-Skolem result for multialgebras.
Final remarks and future works
We finish the present work presenting some perspectives of future developments.
Remark 6.1. The adjunctions obtained in Section 2 lead us to research about the relationship between the types of representations of propositional logics and their institutions and π-institution developed in Section 4:
5 For example, if f and g are function symbols and m is a multioperation, then the formula f pmpxqq ą gpyq is equivalent to Dzppmpxq ą zq^pf pzq .
" gpy6 Note that the full proof would have to address equalities between multioperations and inclusions between functions. The former being equivalent to K and the latter to an equality, for instance, f pxq ą gpyq and f pxq .
" gpyq
